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Second successful firing of MBDA’s MMP land combat missile
On 12th February, 2015, another test firing of the MMP missile took place at the French
Procurement Agency DGA Techniques Terrestres site in Bourges central France.
This latest firing, against a steel target positioned at an intermediate range, was carried out in
lock on before launch mode (fire-and-forget) using the missile seeker’s colour TV channel
channel. All aspects of the test, covering launch, flight trajectory and target impact, took
place optimally and fully conformed to the simulations of MBDA’s project teams.
This firing took place a few days after the first MMP test firing during which the missile
confirmed its excellent accuracy after locking on after launch against a target at a range of
more than 4,000m and which was hidden from view at launch.
The main features that have been demonstrated in flight to date involve firing at long and
intermediate ranges and using two types of missile trajectory (high and intermediate), seeker
guidance via both the visible TV and non-cooled infrared channels, target lock on before and
after launch, the latter thanks to the fibre-optic data-link.

Notes to editors :
With a significant presence in five European countries and within the USA, in 2013 MBDA
achieved a turnover of 2.8 billion euros with an order book of 10.8 billion euros. With more
than 90 armed forces customers in the world, MBDA is a world leader in missiles and missile
systems.
MBDA is the only group capable of designing and producing missiles and missile systems
that correspond to the full range of current and future operational needs of the three armed
forces (land, sea and air). In total, the group offers a range of 45 missile systems and
countermeasures products already in operational service and more than 15 others currently
in development.
MBDA is jointly held by AIRBUS Group (37.5%), BAE SYSTEMS (37.5%), and
FINMECCANICA (25%).
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